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1 Notions of time are many

1) What is the diversity of notions of time?

Future, present, order, simultaneity, causality, dynamics...

2) What properties do (good) timefunctions have? (Mostly maths.)

� Monotonic, yes, but also real, not background-dependent, operationally de�ned ...

� Choose the timefunction for which dynamics is simplest ...

� Di�erent from point to point? Dependent on past history? ...

3) What makes a good clock? (An operationally realized entity.)

Link between 2) and 3): does a given clock read o� a particular candidate timefunction
or something else?
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2 Problem of Time: root cause

In passing between paradigms of Physics, the forms taken by slide 1's notions of time can vary.

Example 1) Simultaneity in Newtonian theory versus in SR.

Example 2) Distinction between external, dynamical and observational times
in passing from Newtonian theory to QM.

• Example 3) A more substantial change:
from Background Dependent to Background Independent theories such as GR.

The Problem of Time consists of di�culties in reconciling
Background-Dependent and Background-Independent paradigms.

� Between GR and QM is the most considered example of Problem of Time.

� Between GR and Newtonian theory, or between GR and SR, however,
already exhibit many features of this: classical Problem of Time.
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3 The Problem of Time is Multi-Faceted

QM versus GR results in a Problem of Time in 9 facets [Kucha°92, Isham93].

� I.e. there is a conceptual classi�cation into
9 kinds of things that go wrong in attempting to concurrently implement GR and QM.
These stem jointly from 'time' being modelled as a di�erent type of concept in each paradigm.

Facet 1) Frozen Formalism Problem [Wheeler68, DeWitt67]
ĤΨ = 0 :

the Quantum Hamiltonian constraint equals a frozen zero, where one would expect

= i ~
d

d(some notion of t)
Ψ .

Classical precursor: why GR's classical Hamiltonian constraint takes the form it does.

Temporal Relationalism: action free of times (no tNewton), time-like variables (GR lapse α)
or label times (use reparametrization invariant action).

� This provides H as a primary constraint.

� One then gets an emergent analogue of lapse, and can rearrange to an emergent time tem(cl).

� Semiclassical quantum cosmology version gives a slightly di�erent tem(semicl).
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Facet 2) started life as Wheeler's Thin Sandwich Problem

� GR also has a momentum constraintMi.

This is due to spatial di�eomorphism invariance.

� The thin sandwich is, given hij (spatial metric) and ḣij,

solveMi for the shift-type variable.

� (One can then solve for extrinsic curvature Kij to get the adjacent piece of spacetime.)
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4 Problem of Time: all nine facets

... with their conceptual evolution, down to identifying
each Problem of Time facet's underlying Background Independent aspect.
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5 Some major strategies to handle each facet
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6 Facet resolutions have a notorious history of not composing
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7 Facet resolutions have a notorious history of not composing

� This is because each was treated in a disjoint mathematical formulation.

� It takes a lot of reformulating to put the local 7 facets on common mathematical footing,
but it can be done [E.A.2017]

� E.g. not just a TRi action, but a whole TRiPoD (Principles of Dynamics).
And a Tri Foliation, a TRi Canonical Quantization and a TRi Quantum Path Integral!
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8 Conclusion: A local Resolution
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A The TRiPoD moves
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B Steps that the path represents
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